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About This Content

Race The Sun original soundtrack, composed by Forest San Filippo.
Includes 6 tracks. MP3 and FLAC files included.
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Bonus track: Sunrise - from Sunrise DLC. (2:56)
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race the sun original soundtrack songs

If you played the game these tracks are no suprise, zen like sord of a mix of dnb and pianist. The sunrise track is very zen and
relaxing. 5 tracks for $3(aud) is a bargen.

8.4\/10. These tracks are boring.

Not "zen" or "relaxing". Boring.

I purchased this soundtrack in hopes of experiencing the same mood that one does when they play the Race the Sun game. It's a
wonderfully simple game and the music excellently expresses the wonder of soaring across planes of obstacles, the stress of
watching the sun go down, and the melancholy of death.

The OST is a completely different mix of these songs. Only one of them exceeds 3 minutes, so the entire minute of near-silence
preceeding almost every song means that you're halfway into a track before anything musically interesting happens.

The actual clips of audio used to make those glorious loops in the game represent about 15 to 30 seconds in the actual track, so
I'd have to edit these tracks myself to listen to what I actually wanted to hear.

Finally, this OST operates under some sort of precident that no less than 10 seconds of pure silence can end a track, almost
triple that in one case.

This OST is not worth $2 independently. It should come with the game.

TL;DR: Expected OST to expand upon songs from the game, got brief clips of music and excessive silence instead.. I'm
honestly alarmed by how much I LOVE this soundtrack.

It has the kind of shifty, uber-modern drum-'n'-bass-y beats I don't normally go in for; yet they meld so effortlessly with the
frankly sumptuous melodies and the thudding, timpani-style rhythms that all accusations of tastelessness go straight out the
window. Faint echoes of mid-to-late era Dillinger Escape Plan instrumentals don't exactly harm my opinion, either.

  What can I say: good fricking music is good fricking music. And sure, it's a bit short, but all the better to listen to on repeat,
my dear. Highly recommended to almost anyone, even at the full price of two buckeroonies. (Or, er...TWELVE buckeroonies,
should you need to buy the game to go with it. I think I got it in a bundle, which would probably explain why I haven't gotten
around to PLAYING said game yet!)

  Verdict: 9\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I like the music, nothing else to say.
Writing a review because the only review is rude and doesn't even go into detail other than swearing.

This OST includes the songs from the core game and the DLC. If you've played the game, you know what you're getting. Very
nicely composed, coming from a pianist\/keyboardist\/mallet percussionist :D

For the songs given, $1.99 was well worth it~
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